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he police catch my boy-
friend, they run around 
afterwards him a long 
time, I was screaming 

like a bird. I got scared that they 
would harm him, they took him to 
the car and I kissed the windows and 
told him I love him. He smiled big. 
War and love, I think it fits togeth-
er in this cruel way, the heterosexual 
romance is build on war. Not being able to be together, 
being thorn apart, only tree days in Paris going clubbing 
and back to the front to die. Think about those two wars 
starting off twentieth century, Europe making a suicide at-
tempt. All boys out , and the woman left to build up cities 
completely trashed after bombs. Now Europe moved the 
war out of the house, they make a pirate war to make sure 
they still can have their love. this thoughts are perverse. we 
need to change the way we live.

Here’s some 5 thoughts to an end

1: If I was going to jail, I would as the first thing buy a 
velvet tracksuit and some makeup, ready for war, I would 
play chess and have a great library. I would have my boy-
friend to Buy me cake and a phone in his ass. 

2: I hope it will be Karl Marx Allé forever, before that it 
was named Stalin Allee and before that Frankfurter Allee. 
Some wants to make it Frankfurter Allee again, but here 
we have an almost comic situation, Frankfurt is one of the 
few financial centers in the world and there is a chance that 
it will start grow more with Brexit. So here we go. Karl 
Marx against Frankfurt, whose to choose

3:Graveyards could be small gardens , so you could make 
you vegetables and flowers for the living on your beloved 
ones . It would make a lot of sense. Merging monuments 
with something very practical. I believe Gardening have 
lot of potentially to save us from our very bad position on 
earth.

4:If you need four kids you don’t need to be pregnant four 
times anymore, you can get them all in one with insemi-
nation, production went up. People get twins everyday this 
time. Before insemination it was a special treat now it’s a 
real thing. You can have families with 4 girls all of them 
twins, it’s crazy . You can get an army of kids for you own 
scout, it wouldn’t take long with this new production rate.

5: Danger is a luxury in planned life. 

See you Mira
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